
Paleo Solution - 198

[0:00:00]

Robb Wolf: Howdy folks? Robb Wolf here. Greg Everett’s in the house. It’s episode
198 of the Paleo Solution podcast. We’re double shrink wrapped to
making sure that we get this thing the first go. Greg, what’s going on?

Greg Everett: I'm back.

Robb Wolf: You’re back.

Greg Everett: It’s fantastic. I feel like I haven’t done one of these in a really long time.

Robb Wolf: We did a couple of interviews which I wanna break stuff up and do some
interviews and then like Greg and I were just talking about that’s ended
up being a huge pain in the ass because it’s comparatively easy for Greg
and I to control sound levels on this set up but then when I've got people
phoning in or other situations and it’s more difficult. But we actually have
a couple of people that have offered their assistance to help.

They’re talking to Squatchy as Squatchy is now in addition to the many
other roles that he has, he is our post production engineer. Uh, sweet.
So, dude, what’s new? You’re working on the movie?

Greg Everett: Yeah, working on the movie, getting that thing wrapped up because it will
be premiering in the theatre November 16th here in the San Francisco Bay
Area. So if you’re in the area or you just really love weightlifting movies,
you should come check that out. You can go to
americanweightliftingfilm.com and there’s a big link right on the front
that’ll take you to the place where you’d get some tickets for that event.
And I would get on that quickly.

Robb Wolf: So can we rent like a city bus and then go get absolutely blistered drunk
before this and then have them drop us off at the gig?

Greg Everett: Yeah, you can do whatever you like.

Robb Wolf: Okay, cool. I’ll organize that.

Greg Everett: I wholeheartedly support your personal choices.



Robb Wolf: I will organize that.

[Laughter]

Greg Everett: And other than that, that’s pretty much it.

Robb Wolf: Cool, cool.

Greg Everett: Oh, certification this weekend.

Robb Wolf: Nice.

Greg Everett: But it’s too late to get it on that so…

[Laughter]

Robb Wolf: Pays to be on the ball, folks. Speaking of the ball, if people were signed
up for one of our phenomenal podcast sponsors, the Performance Menu,
they would probably know about the seminar, right?

Greg Everett: They probably would.

Robb Wolf: Yeah. So if you’re into weightlifting and getting big, strong, jacked fast,
eating paleo, checking out some super hot weightlifting chicks
occasionally in the pages of the Performance Menu, definitely check that
out. Two different price levels - a $30 a year and $100 a year. The $100 a
year gives you access to all the back issues as well as a 15% off in the
Catalyst Athletic store? Did I miss anything?

Greg Everett: No, I mean, it’s basically a digital guide to being a better person.

Robb Wolf: There you go.

[Cross talk]

Greg Everett: The one drawback, though, is you actually have to read. So for those of us
who get all your information from Twitter and Facebook memes, you
probably wanna go ahead and skip it.

Robb Wolf: Huh. Well, we’ll work on that maybe next year that you’ll reformat
everything into meme only information transfer.

Greg Everett: I've considered it. I mean apparently like Facebook author is like a real
job now. So I've seen quite a few you can’t see me doing air quotes right



now but coaches doing their stuff literally strictly with memes like little
photos with 6 words on the. I'm like, are you fucking kidding me? Like this
is… what self-respecting human being looks at that and goes, “Yeah, this
is good?” Fucking shit.

Robb Wolf: Ahh…

Greg Everett: So anyway, what are the sponsors that we’ve got?

Robb Wolf: Oh, uh yeah, I was about to go off on another tangent - frontdeskhq.com,
Front Desk HQ is your mobile based solution for service based businesses.
It’s not just mobile. You can access it on those old archaic computers and
stuff but really the…

Greg Everett: Confusers?

Robb Wolf: Yeah, confusers.

Greg Everett: As the Rut-Man calls them?

Robb Wolf: The power of Front Desk is really in the mobile interface. You can check
people in the classes, run payroll, walk the dog, start a pot of soup like it
really does everything. Obviously I’m kidding about walking the dog and
starting a pot of soup. I swear to God, people are so literal at times, even
more literal than my wife and they will believe me that Front Desk can
walk the dog and start a pot of soup. But it really is legit that I believe you
all are using it all at Catalyst.

Greg Everett: Yup.

Robb Wolf: There are quite a number of folks using it - all kinds of interesting stuff
happening with that. So even if you don’t own a gym, pilates, martial arts
school – whatever – hair salons, quite a variety of folks are using this
source. There’s even a night court in some small jurisdiction somewhere
that’s using Front Desk to check their low-level offenders and to the night
court process.

[0:05:01]

Greg Everett: What was the big guy’s name? Bull?

Robb Wolf: Bull, yeah.

Greg Everett: Yes.



Robb Wolf: Oh, and Marky posts she was a hot little biscotti, too for the big haired
‘80s day. Okay.

And final podcast sponsor, wellfoodcompany.com. Go to wellfoodco for
all of your paleo primal snacky goodness. If you’re in the lifting weights
and being big strong and jacked then we’ve got a grass-fed whey protein.
If you are looking for some snacks for the kids that don’t contain glutens
or other evil grain containing items, we’ve got you covered there.

And like I've been telling folks, we’re shifting the whole line to 100%
organic, 100% certified GMO free, etc, etc, etc. Get what you pay for. Buy
the best, wellfoodco.com. Bam! Okay.

Greg Everett: So you get the genetically modified stuff for free?

Robb Wolf: Yeah, something like that – I don’t know.

Greg Everett: All right. I'm just teasing.

Robb Wolf: Why I'm in-charge of this thing, I have no idea but…

Greg Everett: Okay. Well, it seems reasonable to begin this with something about
foundations.

Robb Wolf: Yes.

Greg Everett: Research foundations. Heather says, “Hi, Robb ad Greg. Of course I thank
you for all that you do. I am one of your ‘regular people’ listeners.”
Heather, we don’t have regular people.

Robb Wolf: No.

Greg Everett: We’re all special.

Robb Wolf: Anybody that’s actually following this thing clearly…

Greg Everett: Is a little special.

[Laughter]

Okay.



Robb Wolf: Even if you listen to it on triple speed like Doc Parsley does, it still does
not make you a normal person.

Greg Everett: Seriously.

Robb Wolf: Yeah. Love you, doc!

Greg Everett: “Before being introduced to you, I knew that I wasn’t feeling as well as I
should and I probably wasn’t on the best path for health and longevity.
Now I feel more empowered than ever before to take control and make
every day better than the last. For that I appreciate all that you do.” Robb
is welcome. “Anyhow, I would like to know where you both stand in
regards to research foundations and philanthropic efforts” – excuse me.

“I'm very curious if you have any strong opinions on organizations that
are doing great work that can help this wealth of knowledge get broader
exposure as well as monetary legs to continue to produce solid research.
It blew my mind and continues to do so to see the information on
projects that groups like American Heart Association, American Diabetes
Association advocate.”

“I recently have been dedicating time and money to juvenile diabetes
research foundation and the fight against type 1 diabetes. But as I
become more aware through listening to you and reading Chris Kresser’s
articles that state the celiac disease could contribute to type 1 diabetes I
am unable to find the juvenile diabetes research foundation’s stands on
diet nutrition.”

“What are your thoughts? I want to ensure my time, efforts, and money
are going to an organization that supports the same beliefs as I do and
that is ultimately improving the lives they touch. Again, thank you for all
that you do. Much gratitude.”

Robb Wolf: This is actually a really, good, good question and I've actually put a lot of
thought into it and I've gone around and around and around on this stuff.
There are places doing good things like the Fred Hutch Cancer Research
Center is doing some good stuff but it’s still like so much of the
orientation that we have in this research foundation.

One of the things that you can look at is just how much money is spent
on administrivia versus actually being pumped into research or actually
helping people. I was reading something in my other political wanerings
and somebody was talking about the non-governmental organizations
and which ones put more money where.



Like there was this deal with the March of Dimes which is a very big,
strong, powerful entity and probably big enough and strong enough that
after I provide this commentary, then they’re gonna come shoot me and
bury me in a shallow grave somewhere but something like literally about
a dime of research… of every dollar donated to these folks goes towards
actual research and then the rest of it goes into the administration.

And I think the president of the March of Dimes has a leer jet and all
those stuff. And so…

Greg Everett: I thought it was something like if 60% of the money had to go directly to
the recipients or it was considered fraud.

Robb Wolf: I think that there’s all kinds of slippery ways of getting around that. And
some of that is they will have these big banquets for the poor people and
so that’s money going to the recipients. Yeah. So they’re… and I'm by no
means an expert on the ins and outs of that stuff but then there’s…

Greg Everett: I don’t know either. I just watch law and order, dude.

Robb Wolf: Okay, perfect. And that’s really probably the best place to be up to date
on this. And then there’s another… the compare and contrast in this
article I was reading with a Christian children’s fund which basically 92
cents of every dollar that’s spent actually provides boots on the ground
help for these kids in developing countries.

[0:10:07]

So I think doing some research on that and just seeing does the president
of this organization have a leer jet. If so I have a problem with that.
People need to eat. People need to feed themselves and everything but
when your… that stuff’s just crap. I actually am participating in this Farm
to Consumer Legal Defense Fund, this baking palooza gig and all that I’ve
got is…

God what was the guy’s name? I’m totally blanking on his name right
now… used to be all over crossfit but he called me… a minor league
fitness celebrity and all that. I’ve got a little bit of bandwidth and some
people currently at this hour still listen to a little bit of what I’ve got to
say.

So I’m trying to help the Farm to Consumer Legal Defense Fund because
these are the folks that when some Amish family gets raided by the Feds



in full body armour and tactical gear and everything and they take out
their ungodly raw milk that the Farm to Consumer Legal Defense Fund
actually goes and defends these people and helps them.

So I think it’s a very worthwhile cause so I’m helping with that and I got
roped into doing a bit of a video piece for these folks and initially when I
first was participating in this it was my understanding that the folks that
were doing the production on the video they were only going to donate
1/3 of the profits to the Farm to Consumer Legal Defense Fund and I was
like that’s bull shit. It should be 2/3s. If you’re going to give fucking give
until it hurts.

And profiteering off of a… something that can be wrapped and polished
as if you’re doing something say like helping Inner City Youth by them
preparing paleo snacks or something like it. It had better be real
transparent and the money had better go where it really says it’s going
and stuff like that or I’ve got issues with it and that’s all this other
political bullshit aside.

When we actually get down to what people are researching I’m just not
that impressed with much of anything that’s going on in the research
scene. It’s all completely pharmaceutical based and not to say that I’m
not down the nutcase pharmaceutical track of antibiotics are going to kill
you or whatever but I just think that we’re missing the boat on this stuff.

The Juvenile Diabetes is a fantastic example. They have zero position
statement on nutrition not only on the prevention side but on the
maintenance side their basic opinion is eat whatever carbohydrates you
want and “healthy diet” and then you just steer the boat by taking insulin
and that is fucking retarded. It is so ridiculous.

People die from that. People have shortened lives from that and we have
good at least preliminary data and some great anecdotal stuff both on
the prevention side of maybe we shouldn’t be feeding our kids some of
these Neolithic foods so early.

And then also if the kid starts developing type one diabetes typically if
you catch it early enough there’s a honeymoon phase when the pancreas
isn’t completely damaged and tanked in which case if we removed
specifically wheat and dairy seem to be the really big primary offenders in
that but of course I would say grains, legumes, dairy across the board just
to be safe.



But there’s great data now that people are able to reverse this. We don’t
have huge randomized controlled studies. I don't know that we’re ever
going to get big randomized controlled studies even just from the ethics
side of this.

So that’s a whole other piece to this which is that a lot of the questions
that we would need to ask to be able to make the evidence-based
medicine people happy you won’t do them because of cost and then they
probably won’t do them because it would be unethical to potentially feed
kids in that honeymoon phase stuff that is suspected to be problematic
even though they don’t say that it is problematic in their physician
statement. That stuff just goes around and around and around and
around. So that’s some stuff.

Some recent developments - we’ve had a top of the food chain
nephrologists come and join the Especially Health team and this guy
recommends low carb diets and the autoimmune paleo protocol for his
kidney patients and then also if people remembered Dr. Thomas Seyfried,
the guy who has been doing ketogenic diet research related to
specifically brain cancers but breast, colon, prostate, glioblastoma,
astrocytes, brain tumors.

[0:15:04]

He’s been doing this research at Boston University for ages and I did an
interview with him in the Performance Menu a long time ago and it looks
like he is also going to join the Especially Health City Zero Team. We’re
still trying to hash out what all the details are and we’re looking at
creating some 5013c like non-profit arm so that we can actually take the
profits of our own corporation and put it into that research based
endeavour.

And then also if people wanna donate to it then they’ll be able to that. So
we’re working on all that stuff. In the meantime, the stuff that I actually
donate time and money to are animal shelters and homeless shelters
because the entities in those situations really actually need a lot of help.
And the money is generally put to a very good use whether it’s like the
ASPCA or your local no-kill shelter or whatever.

And then the homeless shelters, there are a lot of people that have a lot
of problems both financially and also with regards to mental health and
there really isn't… the safety net deal isn't really such that it does a good
job catching a lot of those folks. And so personally that’s where I end up



dumping some money and some time because I feel like that actually
does benefit the entities that are supposed to benefit from it.

So that’s how I handle that stuff. But on the bigger picture like American
Diabetes Association, American Heart Association, and all that stuff, I
would say by and large the research is a bunch of crap and it’s a bunch of
wasted money, in my opinion. So I look way more grassroots local in
this… just to do a little bit of soapbox standing, this is also some of my
constant finger wagging about decentralization and focusing more local
and stuff like that.

When you focus on more local entities, they tend to be more
transparent. They don’t have the huge administrative infrastructure that
ends up wicking money way into thing like leer jets and stuff like that and
it actually benefits the local economy and the local scene. So I would also
look towards local entities that you wanna do some philanthropic work
for or with and I would focus on that just from a decentralization
economic standpoint.

Greg Everett: Yeah. You gotta figure that any organization as big as AHA or ADA is…
they’re so huge and so entrenched at this point that pretty much all
they’re going to do, all they’re interested in doing is continuing to, yeah,
back up what they’ve already been putting out there because one, to
change it is to admit mistakes which is not a popular thing to do but, two,
to change it. I mean think about what that would entail.

I mean it’s an enormous process so you just… once you reach that point, I
think that it’s pretty much hopeless.

Robb Wolf: Yeah. And just another piece is admitting fault is one thing which I think is
hard for people to do and then the other side of that is that you’ve got a
bunch of people which I experience is whenever I change my position on
something or refine that position like I used to be a fan of pretty high
dose fish oil and then I got better educated on the topic.

Greg Everett: You son of a bitch.

Robb Wolf: And changed my mind. And most people are pretty cool about it but
there a bunch of cocksuckers that are just waiting in the wings that are
like, “He doesn’t know anything. He changed his mind on fish oil.” And so
doctors and these governmental and non-governmental organizations
are also scared of… like class action lawsuits and stuff like that.



So we’ve created this really, really fucked up scenario where on the one
hand like these entities become mainly focused on perpetuating their
own stuff but then if there some desire to change things and to like,
“Well, I don’t know that I do wanna change because all of that’s gonna
happen as if we say, “Well, we should have been doing this,” then they’re
gonna get kicked on the balls for it anyway.

Greg Everett: Yeah.

Robb Wolf: Yeah, I don’t know.

Greg Everett: So basically, to summarize, I hate everybody.

Robb Wolf: There you go. Done.

Greg Everett: All right. Perfect. Diet after Thyroidectomy. Georgina says, “Hi guys, I'm
waiting on a thyroidectomy due to malignant papillary carcinoma. I've
been searching for dietary advice for living long term without a thyroid
gland but I have come up with basically nothing. It will be some time
before replacement hormone levels get sorted out. I will also be having
radiated iodine treatment after surgery. Ate paleo for about a year then
lost the plot recently. Getting my act together again now. Would like to
be proactive in maximizing my health moving forward and any dietary
advice would be much appreciated. Respect and value your opinions.”

Robb Wolf: Man…

Greg Everett: I like how she also respects and values our time because she went
through there without almost a single complete sentence.

[Laughter]

And I'm not saying that to be a dick. I'm being serious. She’s got right to
the damn point.

[0:20:08]

Robb Wolf: Yup, yup.

Greg Everett: Good work, Georgina.

Robb Wolf: Yes, thank you. Thank you. I mean I feel like a cop out here but I mean
standard…



Greg Everett: Paleo.

Robb Wolf: Paleo and make sure your Vitamin D levels are good. Get some sunlight.
Make sure you’re getting some probiotics, ideally like fermenting some
stuff at home. I'm getting more and more and more geeked out about
doing sauerkraut and kimchi and whatever that mushroom dealio is that
people grow and I think that stuff’s all good.

I would say like a couple of months a year of ketosis could be helpful but
there’s a… because I was just talking about Tom Seyfried and his work
with ketogenic diets, ketogenic and calorie restricted diets and the
improvement that that can provide for certain types of cancer. But
there’s other types of cancer that are actually made more aggressive.
They’re embolden by ketosis.

So I don’t know the background on papillary carcinomas. I actually
apologize. I didn’t take the time to research that one specifically but I
know with malignant melanomas, ketosis actually makes them more
aggressive. So it’s not a perfect fit for all things. I think there are some
arguments for intermittently being in and out of ketosis.

Some of the stuff that Tom Seyfried is talking about, though, which is
interesting is this metabolic origin of cancer versus a purely genetic origin
of cancer which is very, very interesting stuff that quite a number of
cancers may have their genesis in mitochondrial dysfunction which again
would circle back around and it would maybe make the argument that
being in and out of some low calorie situations, being in and out of
ketosis maybe good from a prevention standpoint but then if you were to
develop the cancer then it might not be a good idea.

And we see this even in some of the China studies stuff where they were
feeding these critters high protein diet or low protein diet plus aflatoxin
and aflatoxin is a very potent mutagen and carcinogen. And what was
interesting with that is that the high protein diet ended up taking longer
to get cancer. The protein intake was prophylactics against developing
cancer.

But then once the critters had cancer, high protein intake, high nutrient
flux actually cause the cancer to progress more quickly. So it’s… I hope
that helps. There’s a lot of unknowns to this stuff. If I… What I can tell you
is what I would do. If I were in this situation, I would get in and try to do
some research on the specific type of carcinoma that you had.



Is there any indication that it is either improved or made worse by a
ketogenic diet and then I would make some decisions based around that
trying to figure out, okay, would it make sense to be in ketosis for a
couple of months a year, 3-4 months a year, here and there. Maybe do a
little bit of intermittent fasting. Last meal at 5 o’clock, next meal at 9 or
10am and try some stuff like that.

But just generally no matter how we slice and dice this stuff, the healthier
you are, I think generally the better the outcomes for damn near
anything. And this basic paleo approach and good sleep and good Vitamin
D and some healthy gut flora seems to be about your lots of socialization
and pull up some old Far Side cartoons and laugh a bunch every day. So,
yeah.

Greg Everett: Cool. You can learn about science from Far Side cartoons, too.

Robb Wolf: Absolutely.

Greg Everett: Okay. Searched frequently asked questions for paleo effects on white
blood cell count but found nothing.

Robb Wolf: Damn it.

Greg Everett: Bennett says, “Hi Robb and Robb’s team. I'm sure you guys are super
busy so I appreciate your reading this question. My wife and I had both
been eating paleo, thanks to your book, for several years now and we
both feel better than ever. I'm not particularly concerned but both my
wife and I not have low white blood cell counts - me at 2.7, her at 3.1.
Before going paleo, my white blood cell count was at 4.8.

We both feel very healthy and neither one of us gets sick with abnormal
frequency. Do you know whether switching to paleo can lower your
white blood cell count? I've tried searching the internet but there’s not
much information on it. The best explanation I read was that because of
paleo diet lowers inflammation in the body, it’s reasonable to assume the
white blood cell count to go down with it but that could just be forum
lore and nothing more.”

That sounded like an Edgar Allen Poe poem right there.

“Thanks for your help in advance and thanks for writing the paleo
solution. It’s truly changed our lives.”

[0:25:00]



Robb Wolf: Ah, well, thank you and short answer on this is we see this constantly
that folks will start eating paleo and they see their white blood cell count
go down particularly eosinophils which are one of the subfraction of
white blood cells and eosinophils interestingly are primarily focused on
dealing with the parasitic invaders, parasitic infections.

So it’s interesting. You’d get neutrophils, everything will tend to drop but
we particularly tend to see a drop in eosinophils and I think that we’ve
talked about this on the podcast before but it’s worth mentioning again.
What passes for normal in medicine today is assuming a sample of
generally sick people.

And this is again using this evolutionary biology framework, this template
like what is the normal biological state for human beings and where’s the
optimum for that with regards to hormones and immune function and
muscle mass and bone density and all that stuff and we don’t really have
good samples of that.

We have some anthropometry out of hunter gatherers. We have a little
bit out of certain athletic populations which I think emulates pieces of
this. But we’re talking about nutrition, exercise, sleep, Vitamin D levels,
hormetic stressors which can include different types of the infections,
various points and stuff like that.

And so what passes for normal may not in fact be normal. And it may be
low grade disease that’s occurring. And so it’s very, very common for
people to see their white blood cell counts go down quite a bit when they
start eating paleo. If you heal the gut then you’re mitigating a huge… I
mean the largest repository of immune cells is actually in the gut, in the
Peyer’s Patches.

And if you mitigate inflammation in the gut, and systemic inflammation
by extension then you’re gonna see a lower white blood cell count. That,
in my opinion, is the normal state of affairs. Again, in the evidence based
medicine story, how do you prove that?

Well, we would need to get a bunch of researchers and clinicians to agree
upon what the normal parameters are that encompass homo sapiens and
that would be food and exercise and sleep and photo period and Vitamin
D and you stick a group of people on that protocol and then you stick a
group of people on the Mediterranean protocol and American protocol
and this protocol and that protocol.



And so it’s, again, it’s real easy to get the evidence based medicine crowd
in the deep water and to not really be able to have a solid randomized
control trial that’s going to support this stuff but mechanistically it makes
some pretty good sense and when we’re seeing overall inflammatory
markers go down, A1Cs, fructosamine, C-reactive Protein, then it looks
pretty good in the overall story.

Greg Everett: Cool.

Robb Wolf: Sweet.

Greg Everett: Okay. That’s probably one of the best titles we’ve ever had. Pig oil in
Costa Rica.

Robb Wolf: Ay ay ay!

Greg Everett: Jodie says, “Dear Robb and Greg, I live in Costa Rica where it’s hard to
find any westernized products. So this translates into no paleo flours, no
specialty grass fed butters or ghee. And worst of all, no coconut oil.
Thankfully, much of the meat here is locally source and grass fed so I
don’t have to worry too much about grain fed meat. However, back to
my no cook, no oil issue.

So for my cooking oil, I go to my local carniceria (butcher shop) where
every morning they fry up pork meat and pork rinds. Delicious. I bring a
gallon container and have them fill it with the pork oil that was left over
from the cooking. I say pork oil and not lard because it is not solid – it’s
literally oil with some beige cloudiness to it.

I always thought pork fat was solid like lard. What’s your take on this? Is
it normal for pig fat to be in oil? Anyhow, this brings me to my first
question.”

That’s actually at least your third question.

[Laughter]

“I listened to a podcast a while back where you had mentioned that pork
cause blood coagulation so naturally, since I'm using pork oil as my main
cooking oil I looked it up to figure out if the coagulation was just for
eating the protein of the pig or if it also included the fat, pork oil.
Unfortunately, I could not find anything substantiating.”



“Therefore, I’d like your opinion on using pork oil for all my main cooking
oil and its effect on blood coagulation. Also, what would you suggest as
an alternative cooking oil if you think the pig oil is not a good daily
source?”

Robb Wolf: Oh, man. So, one, chicarones are delicious – just as an aside. So like you
said there’s a bunch of questions in here. So why is this stuff liquid? One,
Costa Rica is fairly warm and lipids have like most solids do. They either
combust or they melt or maybe sublime, I guess, would be the options
there.

[0:30:12]

And you’re warmer there and mono unsaturated and saturated fats
mixes like lard or tallow are gonna be right at room temperature or
maybe a little above room temperature and if your room temperature is
more on the 80-90 degree range which it probably is in Costa Rica most
of the time, then that’s probably why the oil is more liquid.

Also, I’m guessing that the pork is probably not eating quite as much
grain. I could be wrong with that but depending on what type of food the
critters are eating then you may end up with more or less saturated fat. If
you have less saturated fat, then you’re going to have a lower melting
point and so the stuff is gonna be more liquid.

To cut to the… Also, the point about the blood coagulation, that wasn’t
across the board deal, it wasn’t just specific to pork. That was the
commentary in that older podcast was that there was a study that
showed that pork cause this increased coagulation potential but eating in
general causes this. Eating is a pro inflammatory process.

Greg Everett: So wait, we should stop eating?

Robb Wolf: Absolutely. And then once we quenched all inflammation and then all of
our problems would be solved. It’s like murdering yourself so you can go
immediately to heaven or something like that.

Greg Everett: Yeah. If you got a headache, cut off your head.

Robb Wolf: Totally, totally. Problem solved. You’ll never have a headache again. And
does it seem like a good type of fat to you? Yeah, it seems pretty solid.
I'm hoping that the container that you’re using is not some sort of like
super flimsy, third world manufactured plastic.



Greg Everett: It was the anti freeze container.

Robb Wolf: Yeah, totally. Ideally, glass or some low reactivity metal, opaque – that
seems pretty smart. If you’ve got a very stout plastic container that says
that it’s non-reactive, then I guess that that would be okay but maybe we
can ship you an old coconut oil bucket like 1 gallon bucket that
theoretically is pretty inert and then you can use that.

But overall I think that this is probably a good option and that’s why it’s
liquid versus solid and I think I got all… and then that’s also why the pork
isn't the only thing that causes increased coagulation potential on the
blood like just eating in general does that.

Greg Everett: Okay.

Robb Wolf: Bam!

Greg Everett: Can we go ahead and finish this yawn and then I’ll get on with this next
question.

Robb Wolf: Perfect. Barely keeping Greg awake here.

Greg Everett: Oh, man. Okay. Omega 3s and Myelination. JP says, “On a recent podcast,
episode 188, the question of fat in the post workout window came up.
I've also messed around with the idea of fat following exercise but I've
never found any dramatic results. I consume Bluebonnet whey protein
isolate which has some MCT Oil added but that is about the extent of my
post-workout fat consumption. When you answered that question, you
hypothesized using Omega 3s as the post workout fat source.”

I feel like that sentence stopped too soon.

“This reminded me of a point that was mentioned in Daniel Coyle’s The
Talent Code where omega 3s aid in the myelination of neurons. Coyle
suggested increasing omega 3 consumption could have athletic benefits.”

“There are well-documented neurological effects of omega 3s in the
scientific literature as well. So forgetting about fat’s post workout for
recovery, improved body composition or improve physical output. Could
omega 3s be valuable following a skill heavy training session I eat
following deep practice?”

Is it possible that some dose of omega 3s following some learning be it
physical or mental could aid in engraining these movement patterns or



increasing the groove of the neurological pathways? Do you think
consuming omega 3s prior to deep practice could be beneficial as myelin
is comprised of omega 3 fatty acids in its structure and making more
building blocks available could lead to better insulation of the neurons?”

“I know a case has recently been made for reducing the supplementation
of omega 3s due to the overall oxidative stress it can potentially put on
the body. But for improved mental and neurological performance with
supplementing with high doses of omega 3s pre or post practice be
something worth tinkering with, say pre or post neuro heavy strength
workout or before or after learning how to land a kick flip on a
skateboard.”

“Also, there was a great article by David Robinson on learning in the May
22nd 2013 issue of New Scientist titled Old Schooled: You never stopped
learning like a child. It appears there is still hope after the age of 25.”

I can confirm that is not true.

“And since we are on the topic of learning, what is your take on
nootropics? It seems unclear from the literature whether or not these
smart drugs existed in preagricultural societies. So I'm going to chalk it up
to a gray area along with dairy and psychedelics.”

I've never ever heard dairy and psychedelics grouped together like that.

[Laughter]

[0:35:00]

Robb Wolf: Maybe they should be. I don’t know.

Greg Everett: Oh, yeah. No, I haven’t. I was gonna say dairy and opiates yes but not
psychedelics.

Robb Wolf: Yeah.

Greg Everett: Fantastic.

Robb Wolf: Yeah. I don’t even know where to jump in on this so I…

Greg Everett: I don’t know where to tell you to jump in.



Robb Wolf: Dan Pardee would actually be a good person to talk to about this on
some of the motor learning stuff but the input of fats into our cells is a
little bit of a slow process like it’s not like taking some vitamin C which is
a water soluble substance and then it’s gonna start cruising through the
system at a pretty good clip.

I'm not sure what the kinetics are on this but you’ve got to go from the
gut to the liver, repackage things in the liver, send them out to the body.
So I think that the benefits that you’re gonna get from omega 3s in
general is just that you have an adequate amount. And I was just reading
Dr. Perlmutter’s book. He’s a neurologist that we’re gonna be
interviewing here in a couple of episodes.

He wrote the book Grain Brain and he had an interesting point in there
and pulled up some research. I don’t know that it’s a great argument to
take like the 20 grams of fish oil like I've thought was a good idea even
for inflammatory conditions in the past. Like I don’t know that we can
really support that.

But he had a great study in there that seem to indicate that the there are
some hormetic stress enzymes that are activated favourably from EPA
and DHA consumption and also I would assume arachidonic acid like I've
got to assume that the omega 6 pathway probably does this also in the
fully form varieties of these essential fats.

But what happens is that you get an increased production of superoxide
dismutase, of glutathione, of all of our endogenous antioxidant systems.
And so what you… But again, this has got to happen in the situation of
not being under a massive oxidative load like if you’re a pack a day
smoker and you eat a completely shitty diet and you get terrible sleep
and you’re just generally inflamed and high oxidative stress, then
throwing a ton of fish oil into the mix isn't necessarily going to be that
beneficial and you’re probably not gonna see this upregulation of our
endogenous free radical scavengers because you’re just, you’re depleted
all the time like your glutathione is always depleted and we just generally
have some problems.

But if you’re eating well and you’re sleeping decently and all that sort of
stuff, exercising but not trying to kill yourself with exercise, then I don’t
think that the nervousness about fish oil supplementation is really that
big of a deal. But again, I think that we’d get a good therapeutic dose at
somewhere between 2-4 grams a day of fish oil.



So we’re not talking about a massive amount. If you’re generally eating
grass fed meat, then you’d get a decent dose from that and maybe that’s
enough or maybe you wanna add a little but at the end of the day I don’t
think that the place to look for motor learning improvement is really
being concerned about pre or post meal containing omega 3s specifically
because the time index on that is gonna be too slow like you’re not going
to accrete fats into the neurons at a rate that’s going to be important.

Like the stuff that you ate yesterday or three days before that workout is
probably what’s going to influence the Omega 3 status that you can start
putting into the myelination of the neurons. I could be wrong about that
but that’s my gut sense on that. There is some indication and I don’t
know if this plays for physical skills.

It probably does but when I was cramming my brains out in undergrad
and looking towards medical school and everything, then you’re looking
at any type of performance boost you can get, and I was messing around
with some nootropics like DMAE, Dimethylaminoethanol Bitartrate.
Source Naturals is a good place to go for that.

But that helps as a baseline but what I found and what the research seem
to indicate is anytime you are learning a particular subject, this is
interesting too, if you’re studying chemistry let’s say and you want to
imprint memories associated with chemistry, then you might take some
Vitamin C and if are studying Latin or Spanish or something and let’s say…
let’s hear what you could you take because of the… you don’t wanna take
peyote with the Spanish stuff.

Greg Everett: What do you mean you don’t want to take peyote?

Robb Wolf: Well, you might want to but I'm trying to think of one fairly pure
substance without… maybe let’s just assume that tequila doesn’t damage
your learning but some kind of pure molecular substance. I'm not really
coming up with a good idea. Not salt but – oh man! Chocolate, let’s say a
really refined cacao.

[0:40:00]

You would eat that with the Spanish deal. Then when you get ready to
take an exam, if you’re getting ready to take the Spanish exam, then you
eat some chocolate. You’re getting ready to take the Chemistry exam,
then you take a little Vitamin C and that the studies that I read – and this
was a long time ago – but you had better recall based on that molecule
that you were consuming with that item.



Now is this like a 20% improvement, a 5% improvement, I totally… I
forget because it’s so long ago and I'm clearly not taking DMAE or
chocolate as a memory recall stimulus with that but there’s a little boost
with that. There definitely is a little bit of a boost with that. As far as the
other nootropics like piracetam and there’s a whole laundry list of
nootropics, those things are just really, really subjective; very individual…

They tend to have a quick uptick and then a very, very rapid down stroke
in how they improve cognition like they tend to not work over the long
haul. So I think it’s something that you would use in a very punctuated
fashion like when you’re getting ready to cram for finals or something.
But again, you seem to be focusing this stuff mainly on motor skill
acquisition so I don’t know.

Like I still don’t know if these things are gonna translate into a motor skill
versus a learning type thing. I assume it probably would. It makes sense.
Just simply doing visualization of physical movement is almost as good as
doing the physical movement. So it might help but hopefully that covers
all the… I think that covers most of the questions and we won’t talk about
psychedelic in the show. We’ll wait for my next appearance on the Joe
Rogan Show to talk more about that.

Greg Everett: There you go.

Robb Wolf: Yeah.

Greg Everett: All right. Next question. A new low for the Paleo Solution podcast.

Robb Wolf: Seriously, man.

Greg Everett: Joel says, “Hi, Robb. There’s a lot of mixed opinions out regarding
masturbation being healthy or not. Can masturbation lead to mineral
deficiencies? Of course, personally, I don’t do it. I just wanted to find out
for a friend.”

[Laughter]

That’s such a specific question.

Robb Wolf: Oh man. In my humble opinion, masturbation would not lead to mineral
deficiencies but…



Greg Everett: I feel like if you have to ask this question, you’re probably doing it way
too much.

Robb Wolf: Yeah.

Greg Everett: Like if it’s that much of a concern for you. You need to get on Craig’s list
or something.

Robb Wolf: Yeah, yeah. There are lonely people out there like you don’t have to be
alone. You don’t have to be alone.

Greg Everett: Uh! Fudge! Mineral deficiencies, though. Come on!

Robb Wolf: We’ll blame Squatchy on that one.

[Cross talk]

All hate mail to Squatchy.

Greg Everett: Can make you blind.

Robb Wolf: Can make you blind.

Greg Everett: That’s all scientifically proven.

Robb Wolf: Do you remember Father Guido Sarducci?

Greg Everett: Yes.

Robb Wolf: From the ‘80s or whatever? He had… I’d loved his stand up comedy
routine and this guy stood up in the audience and asked him a question.
He’s like, “Father Guido, I know the church sees masturbation as a sin but
what’s your thoughts on that?”

And I'm not even gonna try to do his Italian accent because I’ll totally
butcher it right now but he was like, “Well, you know there’s sin and then
there’s sin. I mean like if you steal a hubcap from your neighbour, that’s
really a big sin. But masturbation pretty small sin,” he said, “and you
know, there’s also this lesser known biblical text that says that if you… for
every 3rd masturbation, basically, all of them are wiped clean.”

And everybody was like, “Okay.” And then Father Guido said, “The
problem is that you have to do one after the other after the other.” And
so everybody laughed and there you go.



Greg Everett: Ha ha ha!

Robb Wolf: Okay, yeah. We’re down to about 3 listeners now. So…

Greg Everett: Okay. Well, we’ll just pretend that one never happened.

Robb Wolf: Yeah, hopefully…

Greg Everett: And talk about rugby.

Robb Wolf: The 3 people still listening we’re talking rugby now so if you’re not into
that you can just turn off the podcast and all is good.

Greg Everett: Yes, you can just rub one out instead.

Robb Wolf: Yeah, exactly.

Greg Everett: Rupert says, “Dear Robb, Greg, and Squatchy, Dave Asprey can suck it.
You’ve got the best blog. Thanks for all you do and keep doing.”

Robb Wolf: I have no idea where that came from.

Greg Everett: Personally, it’s not my sentiment.

Robb Wolf: But that’s pretty awesome.

Greg Everett: “I hope your knowledge can extend its way into my approach to the sport
I play in England – rugby. My question is what is your advice on in-season
lifting to support my one rugby training session. I only make one due to
travel on a Thursday and a game on Saturday. What are your thoughts on
frequency and the type of lifting I should be doing to support my current
strength and body comp?”

“A little detail. I'm semi-pro. I play wing which is similar to a wide receiver
in terms of sprinting but in rugby it isn’t quite as stop start as football. I'm
currently 21, 6 foot, 200 lbs and have an 11 second 100 meter, 60 inch
vertical jump over a hurdle.”

[0:45:04]

“I'm pretty good lifting experience in a more of a west side approach. Any
advice is greatly appreciated guys. Also, is Front Desk available in
England?”



Robb Wolf: Yes, Front Desk is available globally. Really, it’s… even in non-English
speaking countries, we have very, very easy integration to be able to
make it in the native language and also have fantastic merchant
processing pretty much everywhere like we have Central America,
Southeast Asia, I think there’s even some former Eastern block countries
that are pretty shady that are using it.

So, yeah, it’s available pretty much everywhere and phenomenally
merchant processing rates.

Greg Everett: All right.

Robb Wolf: Just for another plug on that. So I mean it sounds like this guy is doing
some pretty good stuff already with the… it seems like lift and sprint. I
mean I… and do some tumbling. I don’t know if that’s too big of a… too
vague. Did you have some specifics on here?

Greg Everett: I wouldn’t call them specifics but I mean if he’s… He says he has good
lifting experience and more of a Westside approach but I assume that
also means that that’s how you’re currently lifting. So really, I would just
say consider adding some Olympic lifts even if they’re just power
variations.

But yeah, I mean, I feel like these questions we never really have that
much info. Like I know his height and weight and how fast he can run and
how he can jump but I have no idea what your training is like.

Robb Wolf: Right.

Greg Everett: So I don’t really have much to add in terms of what you should be doing
although obviously I feel like you should be doing some kind of Olympic
lift because I like those and they make you tough.

Robb Wolf: I do, too, for this particularly for football and rugby and I mean I took the
Olympic lifts out of my rotation doing jujitsu like even power cleans and I
noticed the difference like I just don’t have as much snap. And for me
trying to do like speed squats, even box jumps and stuff like that, I just
don’t get the same kind of pop out of that stuff.

Way, way, way back in the day when I was power lifting, I had a dead lift
day and I had, what I would do after the dead lift is work up to a heavy
power clean each day. And I know it helped my speed of the floor. I know
it helped my lockout and everything. And this was just reading all of Fred



Hatfield’s old stuff and he started off as an Olympic lifter and then shifted
to power lifting and so he always had that idea of compensatory
acceleration or rate of force development and using some techniques to
help with that.

And it’s just hard to find something better than a power clean, split clean,
and a power snatch, split snatch like that stuff is just money for that –
very, very good. Push jerks, really phenomenal. I think being really, really
smart about getting a lot of rowing movements like upper body
horizontal rowing, lot’s of external rotation, shoulders and rotator cuffs,
take a beating, get yourself a neck harness or find some sort of surly
British chick to get you in a Thai boxing clench and work some neck work
or start working on some neck bridging.

Max Shank, which is a fantastic name, by the way, he actually had a nice
Teen Nation article on using a physio ball for… using that as a stepping
stone for getting in and starting to do more neck bridging. So I think
getting a big beefy neck, putting some tumbling into your warm ups or
cool downs I think is great, cartwheel left, cartwheel right gymnastics roll
down the middle, shoulder roll at right, shoulder roll left, roll backwards
both over the shoulders and down the middle gymnastic style – I think
that stuff is phenomenal.

So it’s O lift, tumble, prehab… Obviously you wanna bench and dip and
do all that sort of stuff. Do a good bit of overhead pressing to balance out
the shoulder girdle and then I think lots and lots and lots of rowing. And I
get this from Welbourn. In all of his NFL days, he tried to get about a 3
reps of pulling, of rowing for every 2 reps of pressing.

And it builds a really strong, stable foundation and that’s all the stuff that
works to decelerate the shoulder and protect the shoulder when you fall
or can potentially face like an AC separation or something like that.

[0:50:00]

Greg Everett: The one thing I’ll add is that because he’s specifying in-season, if you are
gonna do some Olympic lifts, I would stick with one to two reps and
something you can do that might be helpful too is do stuff either on the
minute or with one minute rest so that you’re never sitting down. You’re
constantly moving but not totally annihilating yourself…

Robb Wolf: What type of total volume would you do with that?

Greg Everett: Like 8 to 12 sets.



Robb Wolf: Okay.

Greg Everett: And you’re looking at probably like 75-85% of max for singles or doubles
and so that’s just an idea, like you said, based on not really knowing
anything else about what you’re up to.

Robb Wolf: Nice. And then some sprinting, some sprinting different distances of
sprinting and then a little bit of low-level cardio for some recovery.

Greg Everett: Cardio. All right. Increasing vertical jump. Brice says, “What’s up guys? I
heard Robb say in a previous podcast that at one time he could dunk a
basketball from a standing position. I'm just wondering if you have any
tips on increasing your vertical and what exercises you saw the most
results from? Love the podcast. Keep up the great work.”

Robb Wolf: And just to clarify, it was a tennis ball, I never could get the basketball like
the tennis ball, I could barely squeak over the rim from a standing
position. The basketball is too big.

Greg Everett: But let’s also clarify too, you’re what, like 5’9”?

Robb Wolf: I'm 5’9”.

Greg Everett: Yeah. So that’s a pretty good jump.

Robb Wolf: It was a pretty good hop. It was a pretty good hop and I am miles away
from that now.

Greg Everett: I don’t personally really know anything about increasing vertical jump. To
me, that’s one of those things that I just test every once in a while out of
curiosity. I don’t ever train specifically for it. I've never trained anyone
specifically for it ‘cause I feel like it’s a measure of ability, not a goal in
and of itself.

Robb Wolf: I know there are some people like Kelly Baggett and some other folks that
really go after it. And I guess all I would throw in there is if you look at
what your vertical jump is from a… you squat down stop and then jump
and see what that is relative to a counter arm swing, counter movement
swing, if you’ve got a really big disparity between those two elements
then you probably need more strength development.



If the two are… typically, the counter swing is going to be greater than
the dead stop but it’s interesting like Amy is almost the same on that,
right?

Greg Everett: Yeah.

Robb Wolf: Yeah. And that’s because she’s Olympic lifted for years and is really, really
explosive and knows how to turn stuff on immediately and say so for
somebody like Amy, then you would work some elastic, stored elastic
energy type stuff. So you might do some plyometrics, some bounding,
and start teaching her how to store more elastic energy to take that huge
strength base and then also get more efficient at storing some elastic
energy.

And then from there, it’s squatting, a good hamstring work and rate of
force development, doing lots and lots of jumps and being neurologically
fresh like you can’t… people who demonstrate really, really good vertical
jumps – basketball players and stuff – these guys have cardio but when
you look at the real demands of the sport, it’s very ATP creatine phospate
intensive.

It’s very, very explosive for the most part and then recovery in between
that stuff is aerobic but at a much lower level. So you’ve got to remain
fresh and you’ve got to both train and test fresh.

Greg Everett: Yeah. Okay. So we’ll wrap this one up…

Robb Wolf: We could… Do you wanna wrap it there? Do you wanna do this massive
one?

Greg Everett: Your cal, bro.

Robb Wolf: This one’s pretty long. Let’s bump it to the next one. We’re at an hour,
anyway.

Greg Everett: All right.

Robb Wolf: And it is Labor Day and we’ve already laboured.

Greg Everett: Yes, indeed. All right.

Robb Wolf: Anything else that folks need to know?



Greg Everett: Go get your premier tickets for American Weightlifting at
americanweightliftingfilm.com.

Robb Wolf: Sweet.

Greg Everett: And you’ll be a better person for it.

Robb Wolf: Fantastic. I like it. If you haven’t… if you’re gonna be anywhere around
the Virginia, DC area, there are still tickets available for the Polyface
Farms pork fest deal. Just Google Pork Fest Robb Wolf and you’ll probably
find it.

Greg Everett: Oh goodness.

Robb Wolf: Yeah. Yes.

Greg Everett: That was not well thought a name there.

Robb Wolf: No, not anything I'm involved with typically is pretty well thought out.

Greg Everett: True, true.

Robb Wolf: Awesome, man. Well, it’s glad to… or happy to do another one with you.
We had a couple of guests so I was missing you there. So great to do
another Greg Everett podcast.

Greg Everett: Great to be back.

Robb Wolf: Sweet, dude. Well, have a good day. Good luck working on the movie and
I’ll talk to you soon.

Greg Everett: All right. See yah.

Robb Wolf: All right. Later, man.

[0:55:12] End of Audio


